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life. I'd recommend buying upgraded replacement speakers from Crutchfield. The only tools
needed to remove the door panels and the old speakers include a Phillips head screwdriver and
a flathead screwdriver or a plastic pry bar tool. Then unscrew the one Phillips head screw and
set it aside. Just to the left of that screw is a the front of a black plastic pop rivet. Push in on the
center of the pop rivet with the screwdriver so that it is loose for later when you pull off the
panel. If you have trouble pulling out the bottom of the panel you might need an automotive pry
bar tool. Don't pull too hard at this point though, there is still one screw under the arm rest to
remove. Put the arm rest somewhere safe and grab the Phillips head screwdriver. It is the final
fastener holding the door panel in place against the door frame. Remove it and put it
somewhere safe. Then lift upwards and outwards on the panel until it can be moved away from
the rest of the door. Two Door Handle Cables Release Cables The door panel will still be held in
place by the two door cables that connect to the door handle pull lever. If you just want to
replace the door speaker, you may not need to entirely remove the door panel. If you need to
replace the power window motor and regulator assembly, it's best to entirely remove it. Pry the
first cable out and mark it with some tape so that you don't mix it up with the other one later.
Once both cables are free, you can move the panel to somewhere safe. Once the screw is
removed, you can gently pull off the speaker from the door panel. It may not come off easily
since the rubber and foam surrounding it may stick to the door panel. If you purchased your
new speakers from Crutchfield, they probably came with an adapter to hook them up without
cutting the OEM wires. If you found this guide to be helpful, please consider making a small
donation by clicking on the PayPal. Thank you! Note: I am not a registered charity. Donations
are not tax deductible. Honda Civic Door Panel. Door Handle. Door Handle Screw Cover. Some
masking or painters tape can also be useful. Screw Cover Removed. Remove Door Handle
Screw. Screw Removed. The first step is to locate the small plastic cover behind the door
handle and pry it out with a flathead screwdriver. Pry Off Lower Door Panel. Pull Out Snap
Rivets. Pop Rivet Behind Handle. Next pry up the lower part of the door panel and pull out the
plastic pop rivets all around the door panel. Push In To Release Rivet. Pry Up Arm Rest
Controls. Arm Rest Removed. Pry up the arm rest controls panel with the flathead screwdriver
and turn it upside down. Pull Off Power Connector. Final Screw On Armrest. Behind the arm rest
controls panel you'll find the last Phillips head screw. Remove Last Screw. Pull on the lower
edge and sides of the panel to remove the plastic pop rivets. Two Door Handle Cables. Release
Cables. The door panel will still be held in place by the two door cables that connect to the door
handle pull lever. Pop Out Cable Ends. Mark One Cable With Tape. Each cable is held onto the
panel in two places: a few inches away from the end and also at the very end. Mark Cable
Receptacle. Door Cables Removed. Door Panel Removed. Front Door Speaker. The front door
speaker in a to Honda Civic is held in place by one long Phillips head screwdriver. Remove
Phillips Head Screw. Phillips Head Screw Removed. Door Speaker Removed. Speaker Power
Connector. Push In Side Tabs. To disconnect the power plug from the speaker, push in on both
the side tabs and wiggle it straight off. Paul's Travel Pictures is a participant in the Amazon
Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means
for sites to earn advertising fees by advertising and linking to Amazon. Forums New posts
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please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Rear speaker replacement
questions. Thread starter civ1cx Start date Jul 10, Tags alpine civicex speakers upgrade. Hi All, I
am planning on installing some Alpine C on my civic. My question is, before I receive the
goodies, are the rear deck speakers components? I got 2 pairs of components. On my '17 EX,
the stock tweeters are integrated into the rear deck. So how accurate is Crutchfield's fitting
guide? I want to buy these speakers, but Crutchfield says they do not fit the rear deck because
of mounting height. Has anyone tried the Kappa 62ix? Lol, I saw that deal also and was
wondering why it wont fit. I went ahead and ordered them I decided not to get it since I heard
that you'll need an amp just to make them sound decent also. I just wanted to replace my front
speakers. You must log in or register to reply here. Member Posted Images. Forums New posts
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in. Change style. Contact us. Close Menu. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience,
please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter Spencer Start date
Mar 11, Tags audio speakers. Spencer Member. I just purchased a sport touring hatchback and
while the audio is decent, I was really disappointed with the lack of bass and just overall
richness of the sound. I was looking originally into an under the seat all in one sub, but figured
I'd do a complete overhaul and just replace all of the stock speakers. Alpine has a set of Type R
speakers that are compatible, but wasn't sure if that level of sound would be too much for the
car. I really want rich sound not crazy loud rattling the car sound. Going into this, what do i
need to consider when it comes to amps, actually installing the speakers and additional
materials that people don't normally consider. I was also wondering if anyone has had any luck
extending the current sub's compartment so they could fit a larger depth sub into it. An 8"
diameter is fine, but the sub I'm looking at needs a 4. Please anyone give your thoughts, I'd
really appreciate it. Phy Senior Member. I can tell you that just wiring in an aftermarket amplifier
into the stock sub was a huge improvement. Could also look at shallow mount subs if you want
to keep the stock box. Unbelievable difference since didn't come with a sub. Phy said:. Spencer
said:. Damn but where's the spare!? I figured that'd add depth, but at this point if Im already
doing the rest Im thinking of just doing a full commitment and calling it a day. Also did you do
any sound deadening? Have you found it necessary and why if you did. I wouldn't reuse the
OEM enclosure. It sucks for the OEM sub and is even worse for anything aftermarket. There is
no such thing as "too much for the car. Use some manner of plastic since you won't have worry
about the moisture causing them to swell and deteriorate. Don't bother replacing the rear
speakers. They aren't important enough to spend the money on. Don't use car audio branded
cabling. A single 4 gauge wire will be plenty for most, but I'd have to know what amps you are
using first. You won't need a speaker larger than a 16 gauge, not even for the sub. You will need
to budget for connectors, zip ties, nuts and bolts, screws, and probably a few tools you don't
already have. If all you're looking at doing is a sub, then you really only need an amp kit, the
amp, maybe some speaker wire, a sub, the enclosure, and miscellaneous connectors. I'd still
deaden the doors though. I know what you said about not bothering with the back, but at this
point Im just gonna commit to the full experience for my passengers too. What
recommendations do you have to fit this sub then? I don't want a hole from the original sub
being missing and I really don't want to compromise trunk space more than necessary. My
whole thought process was trying to make the right side of the trunk before the wheel well even
with where the well extends in so it still looks not too modified and still has plenty of trunk. My
biggest disappointment was pioneer doesn't make a watt rms version of the amp i was talking
about so i can't use it anyway. Oh and im committed to sound deadening at this point for at
least the 4 doors. I just added a 12" Solobaric and a watt amp. Sounds way better than the
factory sub. I actually just disconnected it. SDzx Member. Thanks everyone for the posts, I've
been watching and mainly just observing right now between this and other AV forums. I'll
update with pictures soon waiting on them from the shop I went to, but that's what I ended up
doing. With the pictures I'll give the full story, but I did end up going with a 2. In case it takes a
minute for the pics to get sent to me, the big take home points from this experience are you only
need the front doors done not the rear, you'll need the JL fix 82 and you'll love that you got it,
and deaden I want to theoretically do the floor but the damn the doors help. Also again you're
gonna have to shell out for sound processing but do it, once it's done you're setting yourself up
for all future speaker setups. Thanks everyone again for the help and advice, you all really
helped point me in the right direction. Have the exact build right now. Using the Fix 86 tho. You
must log in or register to reply here. Member Posted Images. In this article, we examine why
they sound so bad, and how we can help you fix it. Automakers are always trying to save a buck

or two. If they can use smaller wire, less-expensive plastics or thinner carpet, they will leap at
the opportunity. One area where automakers love to save a few dollars is on speakers. Even
when we add more power to these speakers with a good-quality amplifier, they do not play
much louder, and the chance of them failing skyrockets. The first and most popular solution is
to add a subwoofer to the vehicle. Not only does this provide a solid foundation for your music,
it relieves the tiny speakers of having to try to play bass frequencies. The subwoofer system
does not have to be massive. Our second step is often combined with the third. We can add an
amplifier and replace those inadequate factory Honda audio speakers. Even with modest
replacement speakers, the system sounds much better. If you want a truly mind-blowing
experience, though, we can show you some fantastic speakers from JL Audio or Memphis that
will transform your vehicle into a music studio. The extra power gives you headroom to crank
up the volume without hearing distortion. It also brings your sound to life, allowing dynamic and
loud passages in your music to be reproduced precisely. Many radios in factory Honda audio
systems include some form of fixed equalization for the cheap speakers they use. We can
eliminate this with the addition of a signal processor. Products like the JL Audio FiX82 were
specially designed to flatten the frequency response of the incoming audio signal so your new
speakers sound natural and clear. If you are in the Gainesville, Florida, area, why not drop by
Sound Depot and Performance and let us show you what a few simple upgrades can do to
dramatically improve the sound of your Honda. We will ask you a few questions to evaluate your
goals for the system, and provide you with a no-obligation quote that meets your budget to
achieve these objectives. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. Notify me of follow-up comments by email.
Notify me of new posts by email. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your
comment data is processed. Icing On The Cake Many radios in factory Honda audio systems
include some form of fixed equalization for the cheap speakers they use. Share this: Click to
share on Facebook Opens in new window Click to share on Twitter Opens in new window Click
to email this to a friend Opens in new window. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address
will not be published. Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by email. You want to listen to music.
Thankfully, the technology inside the Honda Civic sedan has
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a lot of ways to help entertain you on your drive. On higher trim levels, the Honda Civic offers a
watt sound system with eight speakers and a 7-inch touch screen display. It also has a
ten-speaker sound system with a subwoofer. We hope to see you soon inside our showroom.
Drive safe! This entry was posted on Friday, February 7th, at pm and is filed under Honda Civic.
You can follow any responses to this entry through the RSS 2. You can skip to the end and
leave a response. Pinging is currently not allowed. We want to help you find the perfect car that
fits your budget. Please adjust the options below so we can estimate the most accurate monthly
payments. Facebook Twitter Pinterest. More from Rossi Honda. How does the Honda Civic
perform? How far can I go in the Honda Civic sedan? Lynette says:. July 25, at am. Leave a
Reply Click here to cancel reply. Name required. Your Comment. Search for:. All tax, title and
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